Step 1: Print out the two verse pages. You can use regular copy paper or scrapbook
paper (8.5 X 11 inch size).

Step 2: Cut out each circle.

3. Fold the circles into triangles by folding the
sides in over the printed lines.

4. Glue 10 of the triangles into a straight line, alternating right side up and upside down
triangles.

5. Glue five of the triangles into a circle, all top points of the triangles coming into the
center. Glue the remaining five triangles into a second circle.

6. Glue the ends of the line of ten together to make a “ring”.

7. Glue one “circle” to the “ring”, matching the five flaps. Glue the second “circle” to the
other side of the ring, completing the globe.

That’s it! Your verse ball is done. Now, you can use this beautiful ball as a decoration,
store it on your nightstand to remind yourself of God’s promises when your heart is
fearful, or play with it like a ball.
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